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Lessons From the Field -
Maturing Medical Group Governance 
to Align Strategy with Clinical Practice

Disclosure of Relevant
Financial Relationships

• The following faculty of this continuing education activity have 
no relevant financial relationships with commercial interests to 
disclose:
– Kara Witalis, MHA
– Tamara Brown, Chief Executive
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Faculty
• Kara Witalis, MHA, Principal, Via Healthcare Consulting
• Tamara Brown, Chief Executive, Providence Medical Group 

Alaska

Learning Objectives

• Understand the importance of medical group governance 
within the context of today’s healthcare landscape.    

• Hear a first-hand account of Providences journey toward a 
mature governance structure. 

• Receive lessons from the field including ways to establish and 
mature medical group governance.
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Agenda

Lessons 
Learned and 

Other 
Considerations

Case Example

Providence 
Health

The why and 
what of 

medical group 
governance

Broad Specific

The why and what of medical 
group governance
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Hospitals and other corporate entities employ close 
to ~74% of all physicians in the country.

Source:  Avalere Health and Physician Advocacy Institute, Physician Practice Acquisition Study: National and Regional Employment
Changes, April 2022

It is all about integration
With 70+ concept variations and definitions

8

Source:  Essential Hospitals Institute.  Integrated Health Care Literature Review.  May 2013. https://essentialhospitals.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/12/Integrated-Health-Care-Literature-Review-Webpost-8-22-13-CB.pdf  

“An integrated delivery system provides a means to 

build a more effective and efficient health care 

system that takes a patient-centered focus and 

better meets the needs of the populations served.”
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Greater integration will provide the means to align strategy 
with clinical practice and achieve healthcare transformation 

Quality and value Diversity, equity, inclusion

Consumerism Systems of care

Business 
Performance

Healthcare Transformation

Population health EHR and analytics

Governance and hospital/physician alignment are key to 
achieving better integrated health care delivery system

10

Source:  Essential Hospitals Institute.  Integrated Health Care Literature Review.  May 2013. https://essentialhospitals.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/12/Integrated-Health-Care-Literature-Review-Webpost-8-22-13-CB.pdf  

Domain 1: Value-Driven Governance & Leadership:

• The board is very focused on integration and reflects all relevant stakeholders.

• Administrative leadership is very committed to promoting and implementing integration.

• Physician leaders are very committed to promoting and implementing integration.

• The organizational structure is very favorable to integrated care.

• Strategic, financial and operational planning toward integration is very clear and convincing.

• A culture of safety and teamwork is continuously taught and reinforced.

• Financial, quality and community benefit data are transparent throughout the organization and to the community.

Domain 2: Hospital/Physician Alignment:

• The system has a clear and convincing approach to aligning and integrating clinicians with hospital administration.

• Physician leaders frequently represent the interests of all system physicians.

• Physicians and administrators frequently participate in joint decision making.
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Management handles  
the how

Delivers results by 
implementing policy 
and strategy, managing 
operations and 
reporting on 
performance.  

A governing board 
handles the what

Keeps the eye on the 
horizon, affirms and 
adheres to the 
mission, provides 
vision and strategic 
direction and 
oversees 
implementation. 

Governance is not management

What is governance really?

• Unified and representative of the whole
• Mission oriented
• Fiduciary duties – obedience, care and 

loyalty
• Governance role – big decisions, 

policy/direction, oversight
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Providence Health’s journey 
toward a mature medical group 
governance structure

Providence Medical Group Governance Structure 2023  

PSJH Medical 
Group Board

CA Medical Board
1,600 Providers
1,300 Affiliates

Washington/Montana
(Kadlec, Walla Walla, Spokane, Montana)

1,600+ providers

Puget Sound
(SMG, PacMed, NW, SW WA*)

2,100+ providers total
Oregon

1,600+ providers
Alaska

200+ providers
TX/NM

230+ providers

Health 
System Board
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Providence Medical Group Governance Timeline

Fall 2017-2019 

Establish a statewide 
governance structure 
in California

2019-2020 

Establish the Providence system-
level medical group board

2019-2021 

Establish Providence regional-level medical 
group boards (OR, SMG, AK)

2021-Current

Further development and 
maturation of Providence 
regional-level medical 
group boards

Providence Medical Group Alaska

PMG Alaska

• A multispecialty medical group with approximately 200 providers

• Part of Providence Health & Services Alaska, a not-for-profit network of hospitals, skilled nursing 
facilities, care centers, physicians, clinics, home health services, and affiliated services operating 
mostly in South Central Alaska

The PMG Alaska Board

• Launched in August 2021

• 10 board members; 2 executive administrators (ex officio), 6 practicing physicians and 2 advanced 
practice clinicians.

• Inaugural board nominated through an open call for nominations process. Going forward, members 
will be elected and selected based on fit within the attributes matrix.

• Terms of 3-years with a maximum of two terms for a maximum of six years of service.
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Providence Medical Group Governance – Defining 
Characteristics

• Mission-oriented
• Clear role that is aligned and integrated
• Self-perpetuating board
• Diverse membership
• 50% of board are practicing providers
• Elected leadership (chair and vice chair)
• Focused on governance not management
• Delegated true decision-making authority
• Self-reflective
• Supported

Mature governance takes time

18

Clarity of role; aligned

Stable and sustained

Engaged and influential

Clarify WHY
Commitment

Participatory

Structured (Charter)
Elected and representative

Governance not management

Decision-making

Transparent (with bi-
directional communication

Generative discussion

Trust
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Lessons from the field including 
ways to mature medical group 
board functioning

A few lessons learned and other considerations

Clear 
WHY

Clear 
role

Governance 
not 

management
Time

Delegated 
decision-
making

Self-
reflection
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The WHY for Providence

Align the new governing body with the other parts of 
the organization / system (and be clear on roles)
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Delegate decision-making on things that matter to 
physicians

Provider/caregiver 
engagement and well-being

Value-based care readiness, 
performance & clinical innovation

Access, navigation & 
patient virtual journey

Provider onboarding

EHR and other technology

Brand unification &
culture development

Quality & safety

Questions to help clarify
1. Is it big?
2. Is it about the future?
3. Is it core to the mission?
4. Is a high-level policy decision needed?
5. Is a red flag waving?
6. Is a watchdog watching?
7. CEO wants/needs board’s support?

24

Stay at a governance level
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Use board member time wisely

• Governance-level packets a week prior 
• Agenda states action, time, and materials
• 60% of time spent in discussions vs. 

reports
• Verbal reports of pre-reading forbidden
• Consent agenda utilized 
• Minutes adequately summarized 

25

Conduct routine board self assessments to refine and 
improve governance
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Other considerations
• Communicate, communicate, communicate 

– Share what’s happening across the boards (cascade of information)

– Disseminate information to a broader audience (emails and newsletters)

– Reserve time in board meetings for discussion

• Build relationships and leadership capability
– Chair/Vice Chair Roundtable 

– Chief Executive Forum 

– Annual retreat (even remotely) with emphasis on board alignment, education and 
generative discussion

• Align strategy with clinical practice 
• Increase physician alignment  
• Improve quality and value
• Improve patient care and access
• Protect market share
• Achieve operational economies of scale
• Position the organization for payer contracting 

options
• Minimize the hassle factor of medicine and 

maximize the professional joy

Structured physician governance is great strategy
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Evaluate This Session
• Download the ACHE 365 

mobile app
• Select Congress
• Go to My Schedule
• Find your session and 

click arrow at right
• Click Evaluate Session 

icon

Faculty Biography & Contact Info
Kara Witalis has over 20 years of experience in hospital/health system strategic 
planning and implementation, organizational process and change management 
facilitation, and clinical product-line planning and implementation. She has led 
multiple successful engagements for academic medical centers, community-
based health systems, and large-scale medical groups from across the country. 
Her recent clients have included Providence St. Joseph Health, UCSF Health, UC 
Davis Health, USC Keck School of Medicine, and St. Lawrence Health System.  

Before joining Via Healthcare Consulting, Kara provided strategic and business 
planning, compensation valuation, and out-of-network dispute litigation 
services to provider organizations across the nation. Kara has national 
experience in trauma and emergency services regional planning and system 
design and trauma center development.   

Kara holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration from the University 
of Colorado, Boulder, and a master’s degree in healthcare administration from 
Trinity University, San Antonio. She has advanced training in leadership and 
change management from Boston College.

Kara Witalis, MHA
kwitalis@viahcc.com
(925)899-4384
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Faculty Biography & Contact Info

Tamara Brown is the chief executive officer for Physician Enterprise, Providence Health 
& Services Alaska. As leader of the region’s Physician Enterprise, she oversees 
operations and strategic development of Providence Medical Group Alaska and 
Providence Family Medicine Center. 
Prior to joining Providence, Tamara worked at Southcentral Foundation for 15 years, 
most recently as senior director of finance administration. Tamara is a board member 
of the Special Olympics of Alaska and a member of the Social Justice Community 
Outreach committee, for which she reviews grant applications to allocate funding for 
local initiatives. She is a longtime supporter and volunteer of Amor Impact Trips, which 
takes Alaska high school students to Mexico to build homes for families living in 
poverty. 
Tamara has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Hope International University and a 
master’s degree in business administration from Alaska Pacific University.  She also 
completed the Alaska Native Executive Leadership program through Alaska Pacific 
University.

Tamara Brown, CEO
Tamara.Brown6@providence .org
(907)212-8339
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